MISSION INTRODUCES THE ALL-NEW MXB-320
Outstanding crossbow performance and adjustability for just $599
Sparta, Wisconsin – March 25, 2013 – The all new MXB-320™ harnesses deadly power and precision, yet
maneuvers with balance and ease. Loaded with revolutionary crossbow technology for higher
performance, and adjustability for ultimate comfort, the MXB-320™ will be available at Mission
Authorized Retailers in May starting at just $599 (bow only).
The MXB-320™ features a highly-efficient dual X-Cam™ that yields powerful speed (320 fps) with
minimal recoil, and our ALRS™ (Adjustable Limb Retention System) allows you to customize your draw
weight (180, 150, 125 and 100 lb draw weights). Our patent-pending RS (Riser Step) Tread™ acts as a
foot-hold when cocking, as opposed to a foot stirrup which adds unnecessary bulk and weight to other
crossbow models.
The MXB-320™’s BIAS Rail™ (Bridged Integrated Accuracy Support) is another unique feature of this
crossbow that enhances both form and function. It includes a solid aluminum bridge down the
centerline of the rail to provide the rigidity needed for ultimate accuracy. By beveling the arrow track
on the top of the rail, we provide more surface area for the bolt to travel down - cradling it for a more
accurate shot. Its cutouts on the side of the rail
are also strategically engineered to minimize
weight, while retaining maximum strength and
accuracy.
The MXB-320™ also features an adjustable stock
(3 in.), Soft-touch grips, and an anti dry-fire
trigger mechanism with an automatic safety.
This model comes standard in Lost Camo AT for
$599 MSRP (bow only). The upgraded Tactical
version, which features a sleek carbon finish and a
six inch accessory rail for lights, bi-pod or other
enhancements, is also available for $699 MSRP
(bow only).
MXB-320 Specifications:
Speed: 320 fps
Powerstroke: 12”
Physical weight: 6.5 lbs
Adjustable weights: 100, 125, 150, 180 lbs

Width: 19.5”
Bowstring: Zebra
Length: 31”
MSRP: Starting at $599
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